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Stinebaugh and Company Exclusive Distributor of DriSteem Electrode Humidifiers in Alaska 

 

(Anchorage, AK) – Stinebaugh and Company, a manufacturer’s representative providing industry leading 

HVAC solutions for the construction industry, is the exclusive distributor of DriSteem Electrode 

humidifiers in Alaska. 

 

With easy installation and minimal maintenance requirements, demand for electrode humidifiers in the 

North American market is growing at a rapid pace.  As the local experts in indoor air quality solutions, 

Stinebaugh and Company is a trusted source for expertise in humidification and is also the sole source 

for DriSteem electrode humidifiers in the area.   

 

Stinebaugh and Company is committed to providing the right humidification solution for each project 

they work on and the organization prides itself on guiding engineers, contractors, and facilities 

personnel to the technology that makes the most sense for their unique situation.  When electrode style 

humidifiers make sense, DriSteem is the brand of choice for their quality construction, competitive 

price, and proven reliability.     

 

“DriSteem has been an innovator in humidification for more than 50 years,” said Nick Ibarra, DriSteem 

Director of Sales.  “We are pleased to have a trusted and expert partner like Stinebaugh and Company, 

who can effectively deliver these solutions in the Alaska region.” 

 

For more information about Stinebaugh and Company’s complete product and service offering, visit 

www.stinebaugh.com. Information on DriSteem electrode humidifiers is available at 

www.dristeem.com. 

 

 

About Stinebaugh and Company 
Stinebaugh and Company represents more than 70 nationally known and respected heating, ventilation 
and air conditioning (HVAC) manufacturers. They have been creating comfortable and healthy 
environments in Alaska since 1992. Visit Stinebaugh and Company at www.stinebaugh.com.   

 
About DriSteem 
DriSteem is a premier provider of humidification, evaporative cooling, and water treatment solutions for 
commercial and industrial applications.  They are the humidity experts, delivering comprehensive 
systems that preserve, protect and improve mission critical indoor environments.  DriSteem is a 
subsidiary of Research Products Corporation. Visit DriSteem at www.dristeem.com.  
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